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Abstract
This paper discusses optimizations made to the Proba-V mapping
algorithm implementation by a combination of CPU multithreading and porting parts of the implementation to GPUs. The mapping
now runs 3 times faster for a small input (13MB) and 2.3 times
faster for a big input (248MB). Given the fact that the reading of
files takes upto one-third of the total execution time, this performance gain is reasonably close to the maximum speedup that can
be obtained.

should be assigned to the (x, y) pixel. This step implies the use
of filters such nearest neighbour, bilinear, bicubic, binning.
The chosen filter depends on the type of the plane to be mapped
[1]. For instance, in the case of radiometric plane we have to apply
the stretched bicubic filter to be able to produce images at 300m
and 1km spatial resolution. The case of solar and viewing angles
planes differs from the radiometric plane in the sense that a nearest
neighbour filter is suitable for angles interpolation [1].

3.
1.

Introduction

Proba-V [3] is a small earth observation satellite for global vegetation monitoring. The Proba-V mission is meant to be fully operational by the beginning of 2013 and should allow to generate
synthetic products that mimic those of the existing 1km vegetation
data products. Additionally, it should allow to generate products
with a spatial resolution increased to 300m. We worked on optimizing the mapping algorithm [1] which maps the vegetation data
captured by the satellite to a given user projection.
The paper is orgianized as follows. In Section 2, we present a
brief overview of the mapping algorithm. In Section 3, we present
the profiling results and discuss the steps taken to restructure the
implementation such that it is suitable for performing optimizations. In Section 4, we discuss the caching and I/O. In Section 5,
we discuss the optimizations made on one of the important parts of
the mapping, the locate function. We present optimizations made
to the radiometric and non-radiometric filters in Section 6. In Section 7, we present a summary of the optimizations obtained and the
final structure of the mapping. Section 8 concludes the report and
presents some future work.
The hardware used for the project was a machine with one
CPU and two GPUs. The CPU is an Intel core i7 960. The GPUs
are NVIDIA GTX 570. The solution we present is based on this
hardware setup.

Profiling and code restructuring

Figure 1 shows the execution time contributions of computation
and I/O operations of the mapping for the small segment input.
The I/O (reading and writing of files) takes about one-third of the
total execution time. For the big segment input, the I/O takes close
to 40%. Table 1 shows the execution time distributions between
computation and I/O operations for the small and big segment
inputs.

Figure 1. Execution time contributions of computation and I/O
operations for the small segment

Total

2.

Reading
Computation
Writing

The mapping algorithm

The output (Level 2 data) is the result of a mapping of a number of
bands of the input (Level 1 data) to a given user projection [1].
The Proba-V mapping algorithm is based essentially on two
major steps:

Small segment

Big segment

108 sec (100%)

1462 sec (100%)

35 sec (32%)
72 sec (67%)
1 sec (1%)

570 sec (39%)
864 sec (59%)
28 sec (2%)

Table 1. Execution time contributions on initial version of the
mapping

• mapping (longitude, latitude) coordinates in the user projec-

tion to the (p, l) coordinates in the unprojected image. This is
performed by using a predictor followed by an iterative improvement algorithm to find the “accurate” (p, l) coordinates.

3.1

I/O operations

dinates, a second step is applied to calculate the value v that

The input files can be very large to the extent that you cannot
keep all the input data in memory at a time. Therefore the given
implementation is such that files are read by parts. At every single
point in time, only a portion of the input data that is necessary to
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• Once the (p, l) are well determined for the given (x, y) coor-

compute one line of the output data is kept in memory. In addition
programmatically defined caches are used to leverage from the
overlap of input data for calculating subsequent output lines. The
input files are compressed in HDF5 [2]. When they are read by
the mapping, they are first uncompressed, giving rise to a large file
reading time.
The application defines bands, which are basically different
types of input data. Each of these bands can be processed independently and has its own cache.
Writing takes a very small (1%) portion of the total execution
time. This is because only a complete line is writen at a time, giving
rise to a very regular file access and therefore efficient writing
operation. In addition, unlike the input files, the ouput files are not
compressed.
3.2

Computation operations

The computations are made up of the locate and filtering operations
(See Figure 1). All the locate and filtering operations can be done
independently for each pixel; and so these operations are theoretically completely parallelizable over the output data. But in practice
we can only keep enough data in memory for a single line of output. Therefore only pixels in a single output line can be produced
in parallel and hence the parallelism is restricted by the amount of
memory needed to keep input data in cache.
3.3

Figure 3. Input data needed for a line of output in all bands
because HDF5 is a compressed format. Because of these reasons a
caching mechanism was implemented to try to limit the number
of input lines read multiple times. In the initial version of the
algorithm, lines read are cached and the memory is only freed after
a full output line was processed.
With the above optimization for the mapping, input lines are
only read from the disk once. Due to the compressed file format the
time needed to read is very high. The graph in Figure 4 represents
the line read times (s) for the small segment (file size approximately
6MB).

Code restructring

Originally, the complete functionality of the image projection was
done sequentially for every pixel: an outer loop iterated on rows,
and inside that an inner loop iterated on every pixel of the current
row applying the image projection. We broke down the inner loop
into separate functions that capture the separate steps of the image
projection (i.e locate (p, l), apply filter). Computation for each
pixel is independent of other pixels’ computations, therefore it
was possible to have each projection step applied on a number of
pixels. As a result, we refactored the code to an outer row loop that
contains functions that operate on the current row of pixels (See
Figure 2).
The code was restructured in that way so that
• Each function can be executed in parallel with the others. This

allows the possibility of forming an execution pipeline (See
Section 5).
• Parallelizing the computations on a row level can be tackled in

a different manner in each function

Figure 2. Code restructuring

4.

Caching and I/O

Reading the input takes a significant time for the mapping application because of the size. We cannot assume that there will be
enough memory space available to store the entire input. For this
reason input data must be read from the disk on the fly. The algorithm used does not access input data in a sequential manner. For
some output lines the corresponding data needed to be read from
the input file is shown in Figure 3.
From the reading access pattern we can see that reading data
from the file on the fly might require some input lines to be read
multiple times. Also for the mapping algorithm input files came
in the HDF5 format [2]. The time needed for reading is very high
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Figure 4. Input line reading times for small segment
From Figure 4, we can see that average reading time for one
input line is around 0.93 ms. Reading only the complete TOA
image from disk takes around 6.2s, which is normally quite long
for the given size.
For the GPU version we needed the input data not on the CPU
but on the GPU. So the cache is mirrored in the GPU memory.
Also in order to be able to run calculations in parallel, data must
be collected in advance. The input data needed for an output line is
completely cached before the computation part is started.
We changed the caching algorithm a bit: instead of caching for
each output pixel the lines required from the input, we calculate
the whole input data range needed (min and max line numbers) and
cache it all at once. By doing this the time spent caching dropped
by almost a factor of two.
1

In the initial version the time required by the I/O operations
was 33% for the small segment. By caching data for a whole line
1 After the first meeting at Vito we realized that this approach is not suitable

for all cases. If the analyzed segment contains the pole this method will
require a lot of memory (might run out of memory). Due to the performance
gain we think that our method can still be used with some modifications:
instead of one interval of input data that needs to be cached, the data range
can be calculated as a union of segments.
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at a time the I/O time dropped to 20% of the execution. In the end
copying the data to the GPU memory added extra delays so I/O
became almost 25% of execution time.
The reading of files is done through the hdf5 library. To
make this library compatible with our multithreading approach we
had to recompile it using the following compiler flags: –enablethreadsafe –with-pthread.
We also tried to run multiple caching (for different files) in
parallel using multiple threads but the execution time was the same.
It seems that the hdf5 library serializes writes to different files.
We can conclude that file reading (25% of the initial execution
time) cannot be parallelized and is the minimum execution time
needed for the mapping application.

5.

The locate function

At the highest abstraction level, the locating of (p, l) is implemented as a method of the class PredictorPixelLocator. The
flowchart of the method is displayed in Figure 5.

5.2

Parallelizing locate (p, l)

The locate pl function operates on each pixel, and each pixel computation does not have any dependencies on other pixels computations. Therefore it is possible to parallelize the function on a per
pixel basis.
Since the bulk of the computation is taken by the reproject, the
biggest performance gain would be from reducing the speed of that
operation. However, the reproject is calling the PROJ.4 external
library, and the call graph that branches within the library is not
simple enough to make feasible the porting of only those parts of
the library that are being used. Moreover, the library is not provided
as a GPU port by its creators, and porting it was beyond the scope
of this project.
If GPU usage is ruled out for reproject, its performance can still
be increased by using CPU parallelization. Its computation can be
split among all available CPU threads in a straightforward manner,
as there are no race conditions or data dependencies. At the same
time, the predict operations can be parallelized using GPUs.
To be able to parallelize these two operations separately, we had
to restructure the code so that each part of the function operates on
a whole row of pixels. In this fashion we can isolate the reproject
call from the predict operation, and can apply different means of
parallelization on each one of them.

5.2.1

Reproject

The reproject loop was ported on cpu threads, using OpenMP.
The only performance bottleneck here is the number of threads
available. We use as many threads as possible (out of the total 8).
If we combine the solution with the final parallelized pipeline (see
Section 7), we are left with 5 threads.

Figure 5. The initial organization of the locate function
Initially, the (lon, lat) are projected on the intermediate (u, v)
space (referred to as reproject henceforth). This operation is a call
to an external cartographic projection library (PROJ.4).
After that, an initial (p0, l0) value is predicted using (u, v), and
then an iterative prediction takes place that converges on a (p, l)
value. The iteration will continue as long as the new value differs
from the value of the previous iteration by less than the pre-defined
accuracy threshold. In practice, with the currently used accuracy
threshold the value will converge after one or two iterations.
When DEM data is used, we have two locator objects that
execute two different locates. Their results are interpolated to get
the end result.

5.2.2

Predict

We observer that reproject takes 70% percent of the locate time.
Initial predict takes almost 10%, and iterative takes 20%. This is
expected, as iterative predict will call the predict function 1-2 times
(plus overhead computation).

It is possible to port the predict operation to the GPU. The data
required for predicting the (p, l) coordinates for the whole row
during the iterative loop have to be collected and copied to the
GPU before the iteration can take place. This data consists of some
(u, v) values required for interpolation to compute the new (p, l)
pairs. The data size is 4 times the size of the output (four (u, v)
pairs required for every (p, l) pair).
Currently, the iterative prediction is performed in the Map class,
which stores the precision threshold for the (p, l) calculation. After
an iteration for a pixel finishes and a (p, l) value is found, it stores
the difference between (p0 , l0 ) and (p, l). This difference is added
to the input of the next pixel iteration to reduce iteration time. If
every pixel calculation is done in parallel, then this mechanism can
no longer be used since every pixel value is calculated separately.
This also means that the results between the two methods will
differ, which is explained if you compare how the coordinates for
the same pixel are calculated between the two methods: we see that
the iteration (polynomial interpolation) starts from different initial
values and thus will reach the difference threshold with different
results. Of course, this difference will be less than the difference
threshold.
To be able to verify the correctness of the above GPU solution,
there is a need of a tool that can read output images, so that we can
compare them with the initial ones to verify that the different pixels
only differ by the allowed threshold. It was decided not to allocate
project time on implementing this solution, since improving the
other parts of the mapping would yield a bigger performance gain.
Instead, the predict operation was ported on CPU threads similarly to the reproject. The final solution for improving the locate
performance is displayed in Figure 6
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5.1

Initial performance of locate (p, l)

To begin with improving performance, we made measurements to
identify execution time and how it is split among the different calls.
The results are shown in Table 2.

Total mapping time
Total locate time
reproject
initial predict
iterative predict
other

Small
segment(sec)

Big
segment(sec)

108(100%)

1462(100%)

21(19%)
15.7(75%)
1.6(8%)
3.1(15%)
0.6(3%)

580(40%)
410(71%)
35(6%)
105(18%)
30(5%)

Table 2. Initial execution time of the locate (p, l)

loops, much of the data read is mostly only used once in a computation, limiting the prospect for using shared memory to prevent
reading input data multiple times from global memory and thereby
gaining peformance.
In Section 7, we put the peformance gain from porting the filters
to GPUs in perspective by comparing it with what would have been
the speedup if we didn’t port the filters to GPUs.

7.

Figure 6. Optimized locate (p, l)
5.3

Optimized performance of locate (p,l)

After applying the parallelizations mentioned above, we achieve
an execution time displayed in Table 3. In the table, ‘opti.’ is for
optimized, ‘init.’ for initial, and ‘su’ for speedup.
Small
segment
Total
mapping
time
Total
locate
time
reproject

Overall performance gains and final program
structure

Figure 7 shows the final program structure. We have three threads
running in parallel. Two threads execute the radiometric and nonradiometric filters in parallel. Each of these two threads are associated with a single GPU device. The third thread runs the locate
function for the next line of output. Table 5 provides execution
times for the initial and optimized mapping. We see that the radiometric thread hides the other two threads. The locate thread is
almost as equal as the radiometric thread while the non-radiometric
thread takes about half.

Big
segment

opti.

init.

su

opti.

init.

su

37

108

2.9

639

1462

2.3

7.5

21

2.8

208

555

2.7

5.5

15.7

2.9

145

410

2.8

initial
predict

0.7

1.6

2.3

15

35

2.3

iterative
predict

1.3

3.1

2.4

29

75

2.5

Figure 7. Final program structure

Table 3. Optimized performance of the locate (p, l)

6.

The filters

Two filters are used, one for the radiometric bands and the other
for the non-radiometric bands. As discussed in Section 4, the input
data that is needed for this filters to be performed on the GPU is
already on the GPU. Each of these filters is performed for a row of
output on the GPU before output data is copied back from the GPU
and written to ouput files. The memory on the GPU devices is only
enough to keep data for the production of a single row of output.
Table 4 presents the performance improvements obtained by
porting the filters to GPUs.
Small
segment
Radiometric
filter
Non-radiometric
filter

initial (sec)

optimized (sec)

speedup

8.9

3.25

2.74

8.05

0.39

20.64

Table 4. Execution time for radiometric and non-radiometric filters in the initial and optimized versions of mapping

Small
segment
Big
segment

Radiometric
thread
(sec)

Nonradiometric
thread
(sec)

Locate
thread
(sec)

Total
(sec)

Speedup

31

10

28

39

3

574

309

507

639

2.3

Table 5. Thread execution times for final program structure
We can see from Table 5 that the speedup is not equal for the
small and big segments. As the segment size grows, the exeuction
time for I/O and computations grows non-linearly. Due to this, the
speedup for the big segment is smaller.
The graph in Figure 8 shows the execution time contributions of
the different parts of the mapping for the small segment input. The
performance gain is both from the gain from CPU optimizations on
the whole program and the GPU optimizations on the filters. We
see that performance already doubles from the CPU optimizations.
The use GPU optimizations further improves the performance to a
total gain of three.

8.

Conclusions and future work

The radiometric and non-radiometric filters are data bounded
rather than computation bounded. For each output pixel in a row,
there are nested for loops which calcuate running sums. In these

Initially the mapping has about one-third of its execution time
going to I/O operations. That leads to a maximum speedup of
upto 3 based on Amdahl’s law. We worked to get this speedup
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Figure 8. Comparison of execution time contributions for small
segment input on initial and optimized mapping
by a combination of CPU multithreading and porting parts of the
mapping to GPUs. As presented in Section 7, we managed to gain
this speedup.
As future work, the predict operations in the locate function
can be ported to GPU although the gain will not be visible as the
locate thread is currently hidden behind the radiometric filter. In
the radiometric filter there is a performance gain ‘lost’ due to read
serialization by the HDF5 library (See Section 4). This could be
investigated further and if there is a way such that the reads are
not serialized, then the longest thread will be the locate thread than
the radiometric thread. In that case, parts of the locate function can
be ported to GPUs and the performance gain from these will be
visible.
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